
everything on the internet is a meme but not every meme is on the internet 

 

SmeargleUsedHex  

https://media.discordapp.net/attachments/525181365616902165/887416375109378068/Screenshot_2

0210914-121522.png 

 

SmeargleUsedHex  

https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/525181365616902165/887498465184194580/teardown_airp

lane_meme_original_creator_in_desc.mp4 

[video of an airplane game] 

IronicOrnithologist 
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jadedResearcher  

(i love fancy pigeons, ngl) 

IronicOrnithologist 

 

IronicOrnithologist 

 



jadedResearcher 

 

jadedResearcher 

 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Megoosea. 

jadedResearcher  

@lionfish1212 was it like this? 

https://retrogamingblog2.tumblr.com/post/661811758729691136/celeste-was-not-amused 

https://retrogamingblog2.tumblr.com/post/661811758729691136/celeste-was-not-amused


 

lionfish1212  

hehehe it wasn't quite >.> 

what game is that by the way? 

jadedResearcher  

uuuuh animal crossing looks like 

lionfish1212  

new leaf? 

jadedResearcher  

tags say new horizon but idek i don't play 

lionfish1212  

i've never heard of new horizon 

it has REALLYYYY good pictures for an older game 

so does discord though 

jadedResearcher  

:shrug: i haven't kept up with the series 

and i mean, if you're used to forum branding then yeah discord is high art 

lionfish1212  

it's very fancy 



my friend has a wii u and showed it to me :O technology is getting lots lots better 

my mom used to have a blackberry and now she has an iphone 

jadedResearcher  

the ever forward march of progress 

lionfish1212  

is that a quote? 

jadedResearcher  

maybe??? was just in my head 

IronicOrnithologist  

Yes 

 

jadedResearcher  

??? 

lionfish1212  

dog!! it's very cute ^.^ 

I SING THE TRUTH  

Very cute 

IronicOrnithologist  

Carousel of Progress 

At Disneyworld 

Have you never been? 



lionfish1212  

once like six years ago but i was really really little 

i don't remember o_o 

IronicOrnithologist  

Coward 

IronicOrnithologist  

Anyways I’m looking at Halloween costumes right now 

[Several Donald Duck costumes] 

aurora borealis  

new balance patch just dropped. this is going to have a huge impact on the meta i think 

 

IronicOrnithologist  

 



I SING THE TRUTH  

Perfection 

IronicOrnithologist 

 

IronicOrnithologist 

[Sorry I couldn’t hear you over my brain worms meme] 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Yurkey. 

jadedResearcher  

:) https://youtu.be/3B4pNK5g8UQ 

jadedResearcher 

 

 

https://youtu.be/3B4pNK5g8UQ


gone_farther  

Is that about profitable duck farming or punishing ducks for their dastardly, dastardly crimes? 

Perhaps they were merely framed by the geese. 

sierra & sammi  

Uggh geese >:( 

Daedalus  

Hi 

jadedResearcher  

hi :) :) :)  

Daedalus  

blink 

jadedResearcher 

 

Daedalus  

Hi 

jadedResearcher  

hi :) :) :) 

Daedalus  



blink 

J v a k Q t R  

It took me a while but I made them line up like theh should be 

The secret is keeping a "soft gaze" 

SmeargleUsedHex 

 

aurora borealis  

 

 

NotAMinotaur 



The game developers Atari initially released the arcade game in November of 1972. During the 

development of the game, coin-operated, arcade, test-versions had been released and the coin-boxes 

came back overflowing. 

sierra & sammi  

ЗАМПАНИО =D 

NotAMinotaurBOT  

How does a robot even become a ghost anyways? Was it that book? 

 

 


